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Pace Student
Vol. X

New York, March, 1925

No. 4

Accounting Procedures for Contractors
Timely and informative article based on graduation thesis submitted by
Arthur S. Swenson
Building contractors have been facing conditions
imposed by the cessation of building during the
five-year period of the Great War—business aplenty,
but prices for materials and labor sky-high. Under
these conditions, the control of costs and the
elimination of every cent of unnecessary expendi
ture are vital factors of success. Mr. Swenson in
this thesis, which has been adapted for magazine
purposes, has presented accounting records and
procedures that will be of value to the contractor
and to accountancy students. Comment on the
article or additional suggestions on accounting
procedures for contractors will be welcomed by
THE PACE STUDENT.—The EDITOR.

of the costs of a contract under bid. The total
cost of each operation is computed by separating
it into its material and labor cost; and a further
analysis is made of each of these items into classes
of material and labor. All of the construction
work may not be done by the principal contractor.
Very often some of the construction work may be
done by another contractor, a specialist in a
particular type of work, at less cost than the
principal contractor could do it himself. The work
delegated to another contractor is called a “sub
contract.” Bids are submitted by subcontractors
to the principal contractor.

T has been only within the past few years, that
a uniform method of handling accounts and
records in the contracting business has been
established. Each contractor heretofore enter
tained a distinctive idea of the method of handling
the necessary cost accounts. Although a uni
form procedure existed among contractors with
respect to separating costs on each contract, very
few attempted to articulate these records with the
general books.
Due to the great building boom following the
great World War, contractors have been forced to
realize the necessity for accurate costs. Competi
tion became so great as to seriously handicap or
force out of business those persons who relied
upon guess-work as their basis for estimating.
The old practice of approximating costs by guess
work is rapidly becoming past history with suc
cessful contractors.
The purpose of this article is to give in a general
way the salient points with respect to accounting
procedures for the contracting business. A large
and important task of the contractor’s office is the
preparation of cost data for the purpose of pre
paring bids for new contracts. In preparing the
cost figures for a particular building, the architect’s
plans and specifications determine the type of
building to be constructed, and the kind, quantity,
and quality of the material to be used. The esti
mator by reference to similar contracts completed
at some previous time is enabled to submit a much
closer bid than he could if such information as to
former contracts is not available. Estimate sheets
are used for the purpose of recording the details

Contracts in General
After a bid has been accepted, a contract is
drawn up between the owner or his duly appointed
agent and the contractor. In this contract are
expressed the terms upon which the building is
to be constructed and the manner and date of the
payments to the contractor. The payments,
which the contract usually stipulates are to be
made periodically, are based upon the percentage
of completion of the building. Before payments are
made to the contractor, it is the customary practice
to have the architect give a certificate to the owners
as to the quality of the work and the percentage
of completion. Another practice, which is finding
general adoption, and which is of much benefit to
the contracting business, is that of periodical cost
requisitions and statements, bearing the certifica
tion of a certified public accountant, that all the
costs are properly and accurately stated. This is
done only on special contracts, and is usually
provided for in the contract.
Classes of Contracts
• There are in use, throughout the construction
business, three general classes of contracts. The
first is what is known as a “fixed price contract.”
In a contract of this kind, the contractor sets a
fixed price for all the construction work covered
by his bid. This kind of contract is highly
speculative and has its advantages and its disad
vantages to the contractor and to the person for
whom the work is being done. If, due to market
conditions, material and labor costs are decreased
a benefit is derived by the contractor; but if the
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material and labor costs increase, it is detrimental groups of production costs of a factory. The
to him. The owner of the building under con material and labor charges correspond to those of
struction is safeguarded from the effects of the the factory with the exception that labor on
rising market, but if the market is on a decline, contracts includes such items as wages of foremen
no benefit is derived by him because his contract and of timekeepers. Subcontracts are identical
price is fixed. Recent conditions in the building with respect to outside labor charges of the factory,
trade have seriously affected many contractors, such as work done in the homes of employees.
but the greater part of the losses were among those The fourth and fifth classifications consist of items
who were operating largely on fixed-price con similar to the overhead expenses of the factory,
tracts. The soaring material and labor costs separated into direct and indirect charges.
In many offices each of these classifications are
consumed all of their expected profits, and in many
cases also impaired their capital. Because of this further subdivided into the various kinds of
uncertainty of the market, by far the larger num material and the different classes of labor and
ber of contracts are now being taken on either subcontracts. A further explanation of each of
the items will be given later.
of two other bases.
The second class of contracts is the “fixed com
Records
mission contract.” This contract allows a certain
commission to the contractor, regardless of the
Many of the records in the contracting business
cost of construction, with the one condition that are similar to those in the ordinary commercial
the contractor must limit the cost by guaranteeing concern, and no explanation will be made with
that it will not exceed a certain amount. The respect to these because their functions and opera
contractor must render periodical statements, tions are similar.
usually monthly, to the owner giving the detailed
The following accounting records are necessary
costs to date. These statements must be verified by in a contractor’s office of medium size:
the architect in charge before they will be accepted
General records, such as the general ledger,
by the owner of the building. The commission is journal, and bill book; cash records; purchase book
usually based on the portion of the work done, so or voucher register; requisition for payment
that in the architect’s certificate, the percentage register; and a contract cost book.
of completion must be given. In this' type of
All cash records are similar to those used in the
contract, because the cost to the owner is based office of the average commercial organization and
upon the actual material and labor costs, he will need no further explanation.
make certain that the contractor is not over
The General Ledger
stating the costs and is not taking a greater length
of time than necessary. The contractor is safe
Several of the accounts in the general ledger are
guarded in this type of contract against a rising somewhat different from the ordinary accounts
market because the actual construction cost is met with in the trading and manufacturing office.
borne by the owner, and a fixed amount of com Their principles are the same, however, so that
mission is to be his compensation.
they should give no particular difficulty.
The third general type of contract is that known
The accounts which may afford some difficulty
as the “cost-plus contract,” under the term of are the cost accounts, the names of which might
which the contractor receives a fixed percentage cause the average person to believe that their
of the cost of the construction as his compensation. handling is much more difficult than it really is.
This contract seems to be the most popular and The principles and functions of these accounts do
advantageous for the contractor in periods of not differ from any other set of cost accounts in
unsettled markets, as they are today, because it an ordinary manufacturing plant. The controlplaces the burden of rising costs upon the owner.
The advantages are similar to those given above
Contract No.....................................
Received from.........................................
for the fixed commission contract. In both of
Contract Price................................
Architect..................................................
these classes of contracts, the contractor must keep
Amount of Extras..........................
Kind of Construction............................
accurate cost records because the owner may object
TOTAL....................................
....................................................... Owner
to the costs as submitted to him, and then demand
Material and
to have the contractor’s records examined for
Labor
Subcontract
Income
Details
Folio Miscellaneous
Date
possible errors or fraud.
Expenses

Elements of Cost
Contract accounting requires a model job cost
system. All cost incurred and income derived
from a contract are recorded and serve as data
from which profit or loss on a particular contract
is determined.
The cost classifications are divided into five
general classes—material, labor, subcontracts, mis
cellaneous expenses, and overhead.
These cost classifications are similar to the three

TOTALS

Form 1, Contract Cost Record for Small Offices
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ling account principle is used throughout the entire
system and is a means of keeping the records up to
the highest point of accuracy and completeness.
The important general ledger accounts relating
to the contracts are as follows:
Materials on Uncompleted Contracts
Labor on Uncompleted Contracts
Subcontracts on Uncompleted Contracts
Miscellaneous Expense on Uncompleted Con
tracts
Overhead on Uncompleted Contracts
Income on Uncompleted Contracts
Contract Costs absorbed by Completed Con
tracts
Overhead Expenses absorbed by Contracts
Costs of Completed Contracts
Income of Completed Contracts
A detailed explanation of the functions of each
account will be given later.
Voucher Register or Purchase Book
Either a voucher register or a purchase book or
a combined voucher register and purchase book
may be operated, the selection depending upon the
policy of the organization as to the method of
payment of bills. For purposes of explanation,
the use of the purchase book will be described.
In the purchase book, a separate column should
be provided for each cost item, in order that total
postings may be made at the end of the month to
the controlling accounts in the general ledger.
These columns may be headed as Material, Labor,
Subcontracts, Miscellaneous Costs, etc. These
columns should be subdivided into two divi
sions, one for the amount and the other for the
contract number. This is done for the purpose
of recording to which contract each item is to be
charged, and also for checking purposes. The

distribution of labor costs may not come through
the purchase book, in which case the distribution
is made in the cash book, or possibly in the journal
if the total pay-roll accrual for the month is set
up by journal entry. By having separate columns
for each cost classification in the purchase book
and separate controlling accounts in the general
ledger, errors are less likely to occur. In case the
detailed costs in the contracts cost record do not
agree with their controls, checking from the
original records to the contracts is facilitated by
this segregation. The miscellaneous costs column
in the purchase book may be used for any group
of transactions which occur with regularity during
the month. The ordinary operation of the pur
chase book needs no further explanation.

Requisition for Payments Register
The function of this book is the same as that of
the sales book in the commercial organization.
In many contracts there is a provision that, before
a requisition is sent to the owner, it must be ap
proved by the architect in charge of the con
struction. If the contract is on a cost-plus basis
or on a fixed-commission basis, a detailed list of
the construction costs and the amount of the com
mission must be given in the requisition. If the
contract is one with a fixed price, the percentage
of completion of each division of the construction
must be given. In either case, it is customary to
provide in the contract that the owner shall
retain and deduct from the requisition a percentage
of the cost, usually 15%. The contractor shows
this deduction on the requisition before submitting
it to the architect. This 15% is paid on final
acceptance of the contract.
When the requisition is sent to the architect, a
record of it is made in the requisition for payments
Contract No.................................

Received from......................................................................................................
Architect...............................................................................................................

Contract Price.............................

Construction. .....................................................................................................

Extras...........................................

TOTAL CONTRACT...........

Basis of Profit......................................................................................................
.......................... ■........................................................Owner

Account with Owner
Payments

Requisition
No.

Amount

Date

Details

Folio

Materials

Labor

Subcontract

Miscellaneous
Expenses

Amount

SUMMARY
Material
Labor
Subcontract
Miscellaneous
Overhead

TOTAL COST
Income
Profit (or loss)

Form 2, Contract Cost Book—Summary Record

Overhead

Income
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register. Each requisition is given a number.
An ordinary record is suitable for this purpose, the
following information pertaining to each requisi
tion being given: date of requisition, requisition
number, contract number, owner, architect in
charge, and amount of requisition.
After the requisition has been recorded in the
requisition for payments register, a copy of the
requisition is given to the cost clerk who records
the date, requisition number, and amount on the
cost sheet for the contract to which it is credited.
At the end of the month the total amount of
requisitions issued is the basis for an entry in the
general ledger controlling accounts. This entry
will be further explained when the subject of
Income on Contracts is discussed.
The contract cost record is the most important
record in the accounting system.
It contains all
the facts and figures pertaining to the costs and
the income of each contract. This record must
be kept up-to-date at all times in order to show
the progress of the work under construction, and
in order to send out the requisitions for payment
on time. There is no standard cost record in use
among the contractors. Each contractor uses and
designs a record which he deems the most satis
factory for his own needs. However, there is
uniformity in some respects as to the separation
of the costs into material, labor, subcontracts,
and overhead, and as to the use of a columnar
record.
This record should preferably be a loose-leaf
columnar ledger. The use of separate binders for
completed and uncompleted contracts is desirable.
When a contract is completed, the cost sheet
should be transferred to the “completed” binder.
A small-sized office does not need as detailed a
record as the medium and large-sized office.
Usually a cost book designed somewhat as in
Form 1 could be used to good advantage in the
small office. For the medium-sized office a cost
book designed as in Form 2 would be of most
practical use. Form 2 consists of a combined cost

book and accounts receivable ledger. Thus, two
columns on the extreme left are used to record the
charges to owners and the payments made by
them. The charge to the owner is made from the
copy of the requisition after it has been recorded
in the requisition for payments register. The
payments received from the owner will be posted
to the cost book from the owner’s checks as they
are received or from the cash receipts record.
Form 1 is simple and needs no explanation since
the explanation given for Form 2 will also apply
in some respects to Form 1. In Form 2, a separate
column is used for each cost classification; namely,
material, labor, subcontracts, miscellaneous ex
penses, and overhead. If it becomes necessary to
know the details of each of these cost classifications,
an analysis of each column would be necessary.
This would entail no great amount of labor.
In many of the medium-sized and in most of the
large offices, a more detailed subdivision of the
costs is necessary. The costs, segregated ac
cording to kinds of materials, the classes of work
performed by the workmen, and work done by
subcontractors, are of vital importance. In these
offices, Form 2 is used more as a summary cost
sheet for each contract. Separate columnar re
cords are employed for the subclassifications of
material, labor, and subcontracts. The records
may be in loose-leaf form or in bound books.
In some respects, the loose-leaf sheets are more
practical and can be filed after the contract is
completed. Form 3 gives an illustration of the
record in which the detailed material costs, sepa
rated as to kinds of material, are recorded. Form 4
gives an illustration of the record of the labor
costs, separated into operations performed by the
workmen. A record similar to Form 4 would be
used for the details of the subcontractors’ charges
separated into the kind of work performed by them.
At periodic intervals, usually at the end of each
month, the total charges during the month for
material, labor, and subcontracts are posted to
{Continued on page 58)

Contract No...........................
MATERIAL CHARGES

Date

Details

Symbol
for
Con
struc
tion
Opera
tion

Folio

Total

Com
mon
Brick

Hol
low
Brick

Mis
cella
neous
Brick

Hol
low
Tile

Rein
forcing
Steel

Other
Steel

Fram
ing
Lum
ber

TOTALS

Form 3, Detail Material Record

Con
crete
Form
Lum
ber

Miscellaneous

Con
crete
Sand

Gravel

Crushed
Stone

Port
land
Cement

Amount Material
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Will the Accountant Become the Adviser of the
Business Man?
HO advises the business man in his hours
of perplexity? Who helps him to keep
the road when the business machine turns
a sharp corner because of price readjustments?
Who is to advise him as to the form his organiza
tion should take in a time when misjudgment means
additional taxes? With whom is he to counsel
when he seeks a way to extend his credits, to in
crease his capital, to find new markets? The
engineer? No. The lawyer? Rarely. The account
ant? Perhaps. The "perhaps,” with its conno
tation of choice on the part of the accountant, is
excuse for this article. The financial advisory
work of the greatest commercial nation in the world
is in the balance.
Business propositions from every part of the
world are flowing in an endless stream to the
United States—to the world’s greatest repository
of capital. Particularly, the propositions come to
New York. Governments, provinces, cities, as
well as public utilities and business enterprises of
all sorts, are to be financed. The calls come from
an impoverished Europe and from an undeveloped
Africa, Asia, and South America. These proposi
tions lie today, in one form or another, upon ten
thousand desks. Here is the simple story of one—
its inception, its investigation, its conclusion.
John Jones, let us say, was informed of a business
opportunity in Venezuela. The proposition was
attractive. A net return of 25 per cent. upon the
money to be advanced seemed probable, with the
chance of turning over the investment within a
short time at a generous profit. Jones knew little,
however, about the kind of manufacturing that
was to be carried on and even less about local con
ditions and markets. He was willing to take a
business risk, but he was unwilling to take a fool’s
chance. He was perplexed.
And this is what John Jones actually did. He
called up a certified public accountant—an ac
countant with investigative and auditing experi
ence in many kinds of business and a familiarity
with Latin-American conditions. The accountant
was told of the proposition; he was asked to
journey to Venezuela, to investigate the conditions
for the purpose of giving his advice as to whether
or not the proposition should be accepted. The
accountant, having many commitments, replied
that he could not personally go, but that he could
send an associate who was, by reason of his knowl
edge of the Spanish language and of South
American conditions, especially qualified for the
work. An arrangement was made by which the
associate was to make the investigation and cable
the facts to the accountant, who in turn was to
give his advice. The cablegrams were received in
due course; the property was purchased and de

W

veloped. The associate accountant stayed to
organize the work. He installed an accounting
system, and he chose and trained a manager. The
business produced from the start a satisfactory
return, and the investment has greatly increased
in value. An advisory service, quite distinct from
auditing or constructive accounting, was thus
rendered and paid for.
These propositions continue to pour in. They
open the way, if properly considered, to our success
ful extension in world trade and finance. They in
volve questions of markets, costs, personnel, and
finance. Occasionally, an incidental problem of
law or engineering is involved. But chiefly, they
are problems for the technician in organization, ac
counting, and finance to solve. Hence it is that
the accountant more often than not is called upon
to determine facts and to render the advisory
service required by the prospective investor. The
accountant, more than any other professional man,
is able to extend counsel that will segregate from
the great mass of offerings the wheat of sound
enterprise from the chaff of visionary promotion.
Perplexing problems are not by any means con
fined to business propositions of foreign origin.
Each local community, each business, in fact, in
this country of new and developing industries, of
chain stores, of truck haulage, and of radio and
moving-picture production—each community and
each business, we say, creates and presents its own
intricate and perplexing problems. Consider, if you
please, a few of them.
Organizations have been built upon the manu
facture and sale of talking machines—upon a world
demand for the only instrument that could be used
to bring every variety of music and speech into the
home. Literally out of the clear blue sky came
music and speech by radio, and within a year or
two a radio appliance concern developed a business
of $55,000,000—a business built on an instrument
sold in direct competition with the talking machine.
Troublesome times, you will say, slippery roads
and sharp curves, for any concern carrying its
business eggs in the single basket of talking-machine
production. Here is urgent need, you will agree,
for sound counsel. Questions of markets, costs,
finance—expansion with new lines of business or
retrenchment with old—surge to the front.
Many an industry was not able to turn the
sharp comer caused by the development of the
automobile. Studebaker and a few other manu
facturers of horse-drawn vehicles turned the comer
successfully—other manufacturers did not. It
may be recalled that many horse-drawn vehicles
were assembled, in whole or in part, and that the
business of providing accessories was large. Where
now are the concerns that formerly did this busi
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ness? One company manufacturing dashes for
buggies had a business in excess of $3,000,000 per
annum. It survived, but not on dash business.
The successes of the automobile business are wellknown—the tragedies are in the memories of the
men who failed to read the business signs aright.
The developing conditions of a new industry,
however, provide plenty of thrills to the business
manager—more in fact than come to the manager
in the older industry. The going is all over the
road, with plenty of need for acceleration as well as
four-wheel brakes. Ask the promoters of a develop
ing radio organization—a seller’s market, demand
beyond supply, in December; an unaccountable
slump in January; an improved device in February.
It takes clear-headed work to carry over when a
company that spent its advertising appropriations
for many years to convince the public of the
exclusive advantages of a four-cylinder motor,
changes overnight to a six or an eight or a twelve.
It takes courage and clear vision, too, for an auto
mobile company that has built its business on a
high-priced car successfully to cross over to the
marketing of a low-priced car.
Consider the corset makers, if you please, in
their devious wanderings during the last twenty
years. Consider the business effects caused by
the bobbing of hair. Consider the progression, by
way of the shaving stick and shaving powder,
from shaving soap to lather in tubes. Think of
the transfer of shaving activities from barber shop
to home caused by the safety razor. Business
problems have we here by the hundreds, real
problems relating to profits and losses.
The rapidly shifting basis of living, the intro
duction of luxuries that soon become necessities,
the added utilities provided by advancing science,
the creation of new markets and the abandonment
of old markets by reason of changes in fashion—
all these things and others, cause problems that
call for scientific study and consideration. Prob
lems of credit, of finance, of banking, of promotion,
of cost finding, of sales analysis, and the like are
inextricably associated with the problems relating
to character of product and scope of business.
These problems are not often of an engineering or
legal character. They have been solved in the
past, after a fashion, by business men on the basis
of experience gained in particular businesses. The
problems are difficult—the demand for technical
assistance is growing. Advisory ability equal to
this advisory task, however, can be built only
upon a mental training and a width of observation
that exceed that possessed by the ordinary business
man. The adviser must be able to make a contri
bution of undoubted value.
Does the accountant when called upon measure
up to this advisory responsibility? Usually he does.
For example, a large and successful concern giving
a service in the city of New York called in a firm
of accountants. The purpose was to make an
audit and a study of the business with the view of
improving its operating procedures and reducing
its operating costs. The business, while not of a

March
merchandising character, had many of the features
of a chain-store operation. Plans of extension into
other cities were under way and long-time leases
were being prepared for signature.
The accountant in charge of the studies devel
oped the fact that less than 30 per cent. of the
local field in New York City was covered. Among
other things, he called attention to the undeveloped
local field, and he advised against the extension of
the activities to other cities. He pointed out the
greater difficulties imposed in managing at a dis
tance and the greater net profits that would prob
ably be realized if the local territory were first
fully developed. He based his opinions on his
studies and his observation of the work of other
companies.
His advice was accepted.
The
negotiations for facilities in other cities were
abandoned, and all energies were centered on the
more profitable local development.
Perfectly obvious, you will say, action of this
sort—action that any shrewd business man would
be expected to take without counsel. The fact
remains, however, that the men who received and
acted upon this advice were shrewd enough to
build a very successful business in a highly com
petitive metropolitan territory, and that they were
about to enter upon a difficult and problematical
field of development while overlooking the better
field immediately at hand. Many thousand dollars
of additional annual profits for the few years have
come by reason of the advice given by the account
ant. The advice did not relate to legal or engineer
ing matters.
The provision of physical facilities of the right
sort is not the least of the business man’s worries,
no matter whether he operates as a merchant or as
a manufacturer. An instance comes to mind, in
which a highly successful manufacturing firm, de
siring more accurate knowledge with respect to its
costs, employed a certified public accountant to
devise and install a cost-finding method. The
work disclosed unnecessary costs due to the storing
of raw materials and finished goods in scattered
and unsatisfactory storerooms; it developed that the
operations were conducted in three or four anti
quated buildings involving the expensive transfer
of materials and work-in-process from building to
building; it brought to light poor shipping facilities
and excessive haulage costs. The cause of these
conditions was primarily one of inadequate and
poorly-located facilities.
Out of this work, undertaken on the part of the
firm with no thought of shaping basic policies,
came the recommendation from the accountant for
the securement of modem and adequate factory
quarters and the abandonment of the old and ex
pensive facilities.
With the recommendation
came also the suggestion that the plant manager,
if it were at all practicable, should be taken into
partnership. This suggestion was based on the
fact that the manager, without the knowledge of
the members of the firm, had become exceedingly
restive and was considering the advisability of
seeking another engagement. His specialized
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knowledge was of great value to his concern, and of the facts and conclusions given, he, the client,
after a study of all the factors, it seemed to the should maintain or change one or more of his
accountant that good business demanded such a business policies. It is no part of the work of the
readjustment of the relationship as would insure auditor to suggest a method of reorganization, a
the retention of the manager’s services. All the means of obtaining credit, a revision of selling
recommendations were accepted and brought to a policies, or the like. He is often not willing to give
successful conclusion. Real estate matters were such advice, even if it is requested. Particularly,
handled by real-estate men; legal formalities were he is not always accustomed to the idea of charging
taken care of by the lawyers; and the engineering for his advice a reasonable fee. Is the accountant
problems were entrusted to engineers. Basically, to limit his work to this important, though re
however, the advice was with respect to business stricted, field? Is it desirable? Is it necessary?
policies and did not involve either engineering or We think not.
Here stands accountancy, the newcomer among
legal matters.
A hundred other instances and more of like tenor the professions, at the very threshold of a most
could be given from the experience and observation interesting and profitable development of its field
of one practicing accountant. Thousands could be of work. The successful taking over of this enor
collected from the experiences of the members of mous field of professional endeavor is dependent
one state society of accountants. Enough typical upon the capacity of the accountant to give worth
instances have been given, however, to indicate while advice and his desire to render the service.
how the work of the accountant uncovers the facts In the early days, the accountant admittedly often
. lacked the fundamental economic training and the
and lays the basis for advice.
Notwithstanding these instances, and the fact width of viewpoint necessary to perform this im
that the accountant is moving, perhaps without portant service. Now come thousands of younger
conscious appreciation of the fact, into this great men, many of them with college education and
advisory field, it must be remembered that the professional training in schools of accountancy and
ordinary practice of accountancy does not require business administration. As these men become
the giving of advice to clients. The backbone of experienced and assume the full responsibilities of
accountants, when they present facts and con
accountancy practice, it will be admitted, is found
in the audit of business transactions. On the basis clusions as a result of audits, are they to stop on
of these audits, statements and reports are made the threshold of this advisory field, or are they to
which are used for credit and promotion purposes enter it and extend the frontiers of accountancy
and for distribution to stockholders or other people far beyond the vision held by the accountancy
in interest. The analysis of the work ordinarily pioneers?
performed by accountants leads us to two con
So far, the accountant, stepping rather gingerly,
has been led into this field by his client. He has
clusions, namely:
First, that financial facts are determined by a often been surprised, by reason of favorable out
meticulous review and analysis of what has hap come, at the worth of his own advice. Now and
pened and of the existing state of affairs. For again he has found a way to give advice and to
example, it is determined that the title to certain charge a reasonable fee for it. Examples have
pieces of real estate vest in the client and that he already been cited. The handling of tax cases has
owns certain securities and certain lots of personal done much to educate both the accountant and
property. It is also determined that he is in the business man with respect to the value of the
debted to others in certain amounts, that he has advisory service which the accountant can render.
received and paid out certain amounts of cash. Precedents have already been established.
The accountant thus determines matters of fact,
And still the field remains practically uncovered,
which are presented to his client by means of state an open hunting-ground for the lawyer, the en
ments and reports.
gineer, the industrial engineer, and—the account
Second, the accountant presents certain con ant. We repeat: Are the practicing accountants
clusions in conjunction with facts. It is not enough to stake off their place in the sun in this advisory
for him merely to determine the facts as to the field of development, or are they to work within
ownership of real property and other assets—he the narrow confines of the old accountancy practice?
must reach conclusions as to their value. The value
There can be only one answer. The practicing
of an asset pending realization is always a matter accountants of the country will, in the course of a
of judgment. Who can state, as a matter of strict generation, take over the financial advisory work
fact, that a machine in full and efficient operation of this great industrial and commercial country.
has depreciated 10 per cent., 20 per cent., or They will meet the responsibilities, they will profit
50 per cent.? Judgments are necessary on every by reason of the performance of a work that will
hand. Both the balance sheet and the profit and far transcend the importance of their work as
loss account are based largely upon expressions of auditors. To the accountant of 1950, the ac
opinion.
countant of 1925' will appear as limited as the
The accountant, therefore, presents to his clients, graduate bookkeeper-accountant of 1900 appears
as an ordinary incident of his practice, findings of to those of us who are now carrying the burdens of
facts and judgments. He does not, however, accountancy practice. Welcome a greater Ac
usually or necessarily tell his client that, in view countancy!— Editorial by Homer S. Pace.
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Accounting Procedures for Contractors
(Continued from page 52)
' the summary cost record, as in Form 2. the receipt of materials and so reports to
The total costs in the subsidiary cost the main office. Not only must the kind
sheets are then proved with the totals of material be known but also the kind of
of their respective columns in the sum work or part of the construction for
mary cost record. This summary cost which it is to be used, as for foundation,
record is then in turn proved with con reinforcing concrete, sidewalks, grading,
trolling cost accounts in the general or walls. This is necessary so that at the
ledger. At the completion of the con completion of the contract, the full cost
tract, the costs are summarized in the of material, labor, and sub-contract on
summary cost record (Form 2) in order to each operation will be known. A com
determine theprofit or loss on the contract. parison can then be made to ascertain
The column at the extreme right is for whether or not the original estimate of
recording income on the contract. When cost has been maintained.
the requisition is posted as a charge to
There are some bulk materials on the
the owner in the first column on the left, jobs which cannot be charged to any
an entry is also made in Income column particular class of work operation until
as a credit to the contract. This column they are actually used, such as sand and
will always agree with the charges to the cement. These materials are purchased
customer with the exception of special en for the job in quantities and are stored
tries being passed in either of the until needed. In order to obtain the
columns.
necessary information, a weekly report
Further explanations will be given must be made to the office by the
under the description and handling of the foreman, as in Form 5. A record is
contract accounts in the general ledger.
made of each class of bulk material as
to the amount on hand at the beginning
Other Records
of the week, amount received during the
Other records of importance are the week, and the amount on hand at the end
material transfer record, material requisi of the week. By subtracting the
tions from stores, and the insurance amount on hand at the end of the week
record. None of these need explanation from the sum of the opening inventory
because they are similar to those found and the purchases, the amount used is
in manufacturing plants.
determined. The foreman then ac
counts for this amount used by giving
Contract Costs and Accounts in
the quantities used on each work opera
General Ledger
An explanation of the contract costs tion during the week.
After passing through the regular
and the special accounts in the general
ledger, as outlined before, is now in order, routine of verification as to delivery,
both as to nature of their handling and quantities, prices, extensions, the con
as to special matters in connection with tract to be charged, and the class of
work, the invoice is entered in the pur
the gathering of the figures for postings.
chase book. The distribution is made
Material
to the material column. The number
A detailed classification of the material of the contract to which it is to be
is usually required in order to make a charged is placed after the amount.
comparison with the original estimate The invoice is then routed to the cost
sheets. A detailed record, such as clerk who enters it in the material cost
Form 3, is necessary in order that the sheet of the contract to which it is
cost of each kind of material may be chargeable and is distributed as to kind
known at all times. In most cases, the of material. At the end of the month
material is bought for a particular job the total of the material column in the
and is shipped direct to the job. The purchase book is posted to the general
timekeeper or foreman on the job verifies ledger as a debit to the account Materials

on Uncompleted Contracts. This is
the controlling account for the material
charges to the contracts. The total
material costs on the contracts should
agree with the balance in this controlling
account.
Some contractors purchase materials
for stores and not for any particular
job. These materials are placed in a
storeroom or stockyard until the time
they are needed, when they are shipped
to a job. When these materials are
purchased, the charge is made to a
Construction Materials account in the
general ledger. As withdrawals are
made by requisition, a record is made of
each requisition in a requisition from
stores record. Charges to the contract
are made by the cost clerk from the
requisition. At the end of the month,
the requisition record is totaled, and a
journal entry is made as follows:
Material on Uncompleted Con
tracts................................... xx
To Construction Materials ...
xx
For materials transferred from
Stores to Jobs.

Labor
There is usually a timekeeper on each
job whose duty it is to record the time
of each workman. Often he is assisted
by the foreman. Daily reports as to
the number of hours worked by each
man, and the kind of work done must
be sent to the office each night. The
number of each man, his name, the kind
of work, number of hours, and the rate
per hour must be reported. After the
daily report has been checked and veri
fied in the office, the details are copied
in the pay-roll book. This pay-roll
record is used to make up the weekly
pay-roll. The timekeeper on the job
also has a pay-roll record similar to the
one in the office, which is used for rechecking as the men are paid off. At
the end of the week, when the pay-roll
check is prepared, the labor charges on
each contract are posted to the labor
cost sheets as given in Form 4, and.
proper distribution as to work opera
tions is made. This posting may be
done each week as a posting of the
amount of the check entered in the pay
ments register, or the amount of the labor
Contract No....................

LABOR CHARGES

Date

Details

Folio

Total

Wreck
ing

Gen’l.
Sup’t.
Timekeep.
Watch.

Exca
vating

Back
Filling

Conc.
Foun
dation
Form

Stone
Ma
sonry

Com
mon
Brick

Hol
low
Brick

TOTALS

Form 4, Detail Labor Record

Rough
Car
pentry

Tile
Parti
tions

Terra
Cotta Plaster
ing
Furring

Miscellaneous

Amount

Operation

1925
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may be entered at the end of the month
if an entry is made for the pay-roll
accrual for the entire month. If the
accrual entry is used, the credit would be
made to the pay-roll accrual account.
All pay-roll checks drawn would then
be charged to this account. If the
weekly posting from the cash book is
used, it is proper to set up the accrual
for the accrued wages between the last
pay-roll date and the end of the month.
However, since all pay-rolls are charged
direct to contracts, many firms do not
set up any accrual for pay-roll at the
end of the month. The cash payments
are then used as the posting medium.
If the monthly accrual method is to be
used, the following entry would be made
at the end of the month:

is then forwarded to the cost clerk,
who enters it in the detailed subcon
tracts cost sheets, similar to the pay
roll sheets in Form 4, and it is distri
buted to the work done by subcontractor.
In most offices a special subsidiary
ledger is kept for subcontractors, the
accounts not being kept with the ordi
nary accounts payable. Where this is
done, a separate account, known as
Subcontractors Payable, would be neces
sary. The subcontractors’ requisitions
could still be entered in the purchase
book as before, the only change in the
columnar ruling being two credit
columns, one for accounts payable and
the other for subcontractors payable.
In this way, the distribution is still
made in the purchase book, and all
invoices and requisitions would likewise
Labor on Uncompleted Contracts xx
be entered in the one record. It may
To Accrued Pay-roll.................
xx be desirable to record these requisitions
For labor for month of August,
in a book separate from the purchase
1923.
book in which case a subcontractors’
requisition register could be used in
All payments would then be charged which each requisition would be entered
to the Accrued Pay-roll Account. The in manner similar to that used in the
details are posted to the labor cost purchase book. Information with re
sheets of each contract and distributed spect to date of requisition, number of
to the proper work operation. The requisition, subcontractors’ name, kind
total amount of labor costs on all of the of work, contract number to be charged,
contracts, as recorded on the labor and amount, would be contained in this
cost sheets, should agree with the register.
balance in the controlling account Labor
At the end of the month the following
on Uncompleted Contracts in the general entry would be made to the controlling
ledger.
accounts in the general ledger:
Subcontracts
•
Contractors rarely, if ever, take a Subcontracts on Uncompleted
Contracts......... .................... xx
contract with the intention of having all
To Subcontracts Payable....
xx
of the work done by their own men.
It very often is the case that a contractor For requisitions from subcontrac
tors during the month of August,
can sublet at a lower cost certain parts
1923.
of the work to other contractors who
specialize along particular lines than he
A memorandum of the full subcon
could do it himself. This taking of
work by other contractors is called sub tract price and of the terms of payment
contracting. The subcontractor may should be made in the account of the
be as large a contractor as the principal subcontractor. In case a subcontractor
contractor, the term subcontractor only is doing work on more than one contract,
meaning that his contract is one sub it is better to open separate accounts
ordinate to the original contract with for each contract, thus reducing the
liability of error. The total amount of
the owner.
The subcontract records comprise the the cost of subcontracts as recorded in
third group of costs accounts. As work the detailed cost sheets should agree
is let out on subcontract, the contractor with the balance of the Subcontracts on
could set up this liability to the sub Uncompleted Contracts account in the
contractor and charge it into the cost general ledger account.
of the contract. However, this is not
Miscellaneous Expenses
good practice because no direct liability
All charges to contracts other than
is incurred until the subcontractor per
forms his part of the work in order to material, labor, subcontracts, and over
request payment from the original con head should be charged to Miscellaneous
tractor in accordance with the terms of Expenses on Uncompleted Contracts in
the contract. It is better practice to the general ledger. A separate column
set up as a liability the periodical requi is provided in the cost record for these
sition of the subcontractor after it items, and a separate column is used for
has been approved. No entries should the distribution in the purchase book, in
be made on the general books of the order to obtain the total for the monthly
amount or the receiving of the contract. posting to the controlling account,namely:
An entry should be made in some
Expenses on Uncom
memorandum book recording contracts Miscellaneous
pleted Contracts.................. xx
received. A record should also be made
To Accounts Payable................xx
in memorandum form in the account For miscellaneous purchases for
with the subcontractor. When a requi
month of August.
sition for payment has been received
from the subcontractor and has been
Overhead
approved, it is entered in the purchase
As in manufacturing plants, overhead
book and distributed to the subcon
tracts cost column. The requisition is an important item of cost to the
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contractor.
The overhead expenses
must be* charged to the contracts in
some manner in order to determine
which contracts result in a profit and
which in a loss. Most of the smaller
contractors do not attempt to distribute
overhead expense to individual con
tracts. Of course, in making estimates,
they make due allowance for the over
head, but they show a gross profit
figure from all contracts which should
take care of all overhead and general
expenses and result in the estimated
net profit.
There are some expenses which are
not chargeable direct to any particular
contract but which must be apportioned
over all contracts on some sound basis.
Among these expenses are the following:
1. Rent of shop
2. Estimating department expenses
3. Salary of general superintendent
(not located at any particular
job and when his time could not
be so apportioned)
4. Depreciation of construction equip
ment
The two principal methods of dis
tributing overhead in general use among
contractors are on cost of direct labor
and on cost of direct labor and material.
The second method is considered
preferable, and may be used by the
contractor with as great a degree of
accuracy as any other treatment. This
method may also include the costs of
subcontracts in the cost of direct labor
and material. In some offices the
depreciation on construction equipment
is charged directly to the contract on
which it is being used; and, in others, it
is treated as a part of the overhead and
distributed on the basis of distribution
of overhead in use. Since there are so
many speculative factors in the con
tracting business, the method of dis
tribution is not of vital importance,
provided it is distributed in some form.
When a contract is completed, an
estimated percentage of the combined
labor and material cost can be charged
to the cost of the contract. The fol
lowing entry would be made on the
general books:
Overhead on Uncompleted Con
tracts ....................................... xx
To Overhead Expenses Ab
sorbed .....................................
xx
For 12% Overhead Expenses on
Contract No. 102.

Instead of being made at the time the
contract is completed, this entry may
be made monthly or periodically because
the total cost is known at any date, as
the monthly overhead is usually deter
minable as is the material and labor
cost on the contract. Each contract
can be charged monthly with a percent
age of the month’s overhead expenses,
the percentage to be used for each con
tract being the amount that its combined
material and labor cost for the month
bears to the total material and labor
cost on all of the contracts. Thus, if
contract No. 1 has a material and labor
cost of $150,000 and contract No. 2 a
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cost of $100,000 and the overhead for
the month amounts to $10,000, the
distribution would be as follows:
Cost

Per
Distri
centage of bution of
Total
Overhead
Cost

Contract No. 1 . $150,000
Contract No. 2 . 100,000

60%
40%

$6,000
4,000

Total.......... $250,000

100%

$10,000

This method is the most practical
where contracts are fairly large and not
so numerous. When the contracts are
smaller and more numerous, the esti
mated percentage basis, as previously
described, is better. The above dis
tribution can be made monthly as illus
trated above, or at the end of any other
period, such as the quarter or half-year
periods.
The amount of the overhead distrib
uted to the contract would be entered
in the contract cost book in the over
head column provided for this purpose.
This is as much a cost item as material
or labor and should be given as much
•consideration as possible, because faulty
estimates of overhead may turn a
contract, estimated as very profitable,
into one which at its completion results
in a measurable loss.
The entry with respect to overhead
affecting the general ledger accounts,
has been given above. The credit is
not usually made direct to the overhead
expense accounts but rather to an ac
count classified as Overhead Expenses
Absorbed. In the case of the estimated
percentage, the actual overhead is
unknown and credits could not be made
to any specific expense accounts. This
absorbed account or credit account
acts as a suspended credit to the various
overhead expense accounts. At the
end of the year, the overhead accounts
are closed out into this absorbed ac
count for the purpose of determining
the degree of correctness of the per
centage used. A debit balance in this
account would mean an amount of
overhead expenses unabsorbed, and that
the percentage of distribution was not
sufficient. A credit balance would mean
an amount of expenses overabsorbed or
that the percentage was greater than
necessary to absorb all the expenses.
In the case of the actual percentage
basis, the same procedure would be
followed, although it would also be cor
rect to pass the credit direct to the
overhead expense accounts, because
their amounts are known. However,
the above; method is used merely for
statistical purposes. At the end of the
year the account is closed by the fol
lowing entry:

March

as mentioned above, but no entry
affecting the general accounts would be
necessary.
The total overhead on all the con
tracts should agree with the balance in
the Overhead on Uncompleted Con
tracts controlling account in the general
ledger.
Income

the percentage usually varying from
10% to 15%. Only the net amount is
taken as income in the records of the
contractor. This deduction is made by
the owner in order to hold the contractor
liable for any defects, and to make him
conform to the terms of the contract.
The requisitions are recorded in a
payment requisition book, the opera
tion of which has been explained above.
The amount of the requisition is posted
in the cost record as a credit to the
contract in the income column and as a
charge to the owner in the first or
requisition charge column. The sum
mary entry from the payment requisition
book at the end of the month to the
general ledger controlling accounts is as
follows:

The income on a contract is usually
based on the requisitions for payment
submitted to the owner. As mentioned
above, the requisition is usually sub
mitted first to the architect in charge
for certification of the amount due
thereon.
Requisitions are issued
monthly or for other regular periods, in
accordance with the terms of the con
tract. The requisitions are compiled
from the cost . records, using either
the actual costs or a percentage of com Accounts Receivable........................ xx
To Income from Uncompleted
pletion of each portion of the work de
Contracts.....................
xx
pending upon the terms of the contract.
Usually, an amount is retained by the For total of requisitions sent out
during the month of August,
owner and is deducted from the amount
1923.
of the requisition by the contractor,

WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT

MATERIALS
Bags
Cement

Bbls.
Lime

Cu. yds. Cu. yds.
Sand
Stone

On job beginning of week

Delivered during week

Less on job end of week
Used during week

Aggregate

Mix
Propor.

Where
Used

Quality

Face Mortar
Rough Mortar

Concrete
Cinder Concrete

Grout

Inventory of Other Materials

Quantities placed during week

Overhead Expenses Absorbed.... xx
To (credits to various over
head accounts)....................... xx
For overhead expenses for year._______

Instead of having these expenses in
separate accounts, the charges could be
made direct to an Overhead on Uncom
pleted Contracts account. At the end
of the month the distribution to the
contracts would have to be computed

Signed

Supt.

Form 5

Timekeeper

1925
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Many contractors set up, at the time
the contract is entered into, the full
contract price as an account receivable
and as a credit to the contract. There
are serious objections to this method.
The asset value of the contract is con
tingent upon the fulfilment of the con
tract agreement by both parties. Off
setting this contingent asset of the
contractor is the contingent liability
of the contractor to fulfill the
obligations imposed upon him by his
contract. For these reasons, it is the
customary practice to set up only the
amount of the requisition as an asset,
and making only memoranda entries of
the full contract price. The same
arguments are to be used against the
setting up of the full contract price
with subcontractors. Considerable has
been written, especially in textbooks, on
the desirability of recording contingent
assets and liabilities, and many good
arguments have been advanced as to
why they should be included in books
of account. However, good as these
arguments may be for other lines of
business, the fact remains that con
tracting is a business in which there are
so many contingencies that it would be
idle to record them all. If a suitable
memorandum is kept of the full con
tract it serves every practical purpose.
Many offices that use the completedcontract basis of taking profits, to be
considered later, only record income on
the contract when the actual cash pay
ments have been made by the owner.
Then only memoranda entries are made
of the requisitions sent out. However,
the method as previously explained is
more practical and can be used without
much extra work in the office.
Completed Contracts
In former years, contractors treated
as income all requisitions sent out, and as
expenses all costs on contracts and
general expenses. Their cost records
recording the costs and income on each
job, were kept only in a memorandum
book. Agreement with the general
ledger was not required. Many even
went so far as to take an inventory of
the costs on uncompleted contracts and
treated such on their records as workin-process.
Contractors have now reached a
point, however, where they are realizing
that in order to give them correct
figures, their cost records must articu

late with the general ledger. Most
contractors now determine their profit
on a contract either when the contract
is completed, or at periodical intervals,
using as the basis the percentage of
completion.
Both bases have their relative merit
and demerits. The percentage-of-com
pletion basis distributes the profits over
the period of the contract in accordance
with the portion of the contract com
pleted; but, in many instances, this
method has proved disastrous to con
tractors. The estimates made of the
costs on a contract do not usually agree
with the actual costs as shown at the
completion of the contract. This is
due to either faulty estimating, or to
the rise of material or labor costs on a
fixed-priced contract. Because of this,
contractors do not wish to take un
realized profits and at the completion
of the contract suffer a heavy loss. This
was not so important while the income
tax rates were not so large. But with
the enactment of the Revenue Act of
1917 it became a cause of anxiety to con
tractors. The officials of the Income
Tax Unit were not long in learning of this
unjust taxation on unrealized profits as
computed by the contractor, and made
provision therefore.
Article 36 of the Regulation 62, 1921
Act, provides as follows: “Income from
long term contracts is taxable for the
period in which the income is deter
mined, such determination depending
upon the nature and terms of the partic
ular contract. * * * Persons whose income
is derived in whole or in part from such
contracts may, as to such income, pre
pare their returns upon the following
bases:
“(A) Gross income derived from such
contracts may be reported upon the
basis of percentage of completion.
There should be deducted from such
gross income all expenditures made
during the taxable year on account of
the contract. If, upon the completion
of a contract, it is found that the taxable
net income arising thereunder has not
been clearly reflected for any year or
years, the Commissioner may permit or
require an amended return.
“(B) Gross income may be reported
in the taxable year in which the contract
is finally completed and accepted if the
taxpayer elects as a consistent practice
to so treat such income, provided such
method clearly reflects the net income.

If this method is adopted, there should
be deducted from gross income all
expenditures during the life of the con
tract which are properly allocated
thereto.”
It will be understood that the above
option is limited to contracts on a fixed
contract basis, where the profit or loss
is based upon the difference between the
contract price and the expenditures
chargeable to the contract. It is not
applicable to the fixed-commission basis
or to the cost-plus basis. The fixedcommission contract provides that pay
ments are to be made to the contractor
periodically in accordance with the per
centage of completion as determined by
the contract. In this way the amount
of the commission received is distributed
over the life of the contract and should
be reported as income at the time it is
received or payable. In the cost-plus
contract, the profit is based upon the
actual costs and as the costs are de
terminable at any time, the commission
or profit, based upon the percentage
of the cost, must be reported to the
government each year in which the
costs are incurred.
It will also be seen from the regulations
quoted above that if the taxpayer elects
the percentage-of-completion basis, and
if such basis works a hardship on him at
the completion of the contract, he may
ask for permission to file amended
returns. However, if it works against
the government and does not clearly
reflect the profits of the contractor,
the government may require amended
returns to be filed on the completedcontract basis.
Contractors who report as partners
or individual taxpayers, and who handle
only one or two large contracts at a
time, which contracts will take several
years to complete, should be cautious
about adopting the completed-contract
basis of reporting income. The surtax
during a year in which a large profitable
contract would be completed might be
excessive, and thus the profits might be
more equitably spread over a number of
years and considerable saving of taxes
effected. Since the disappearance of
the excess profits tax, this caution would
not apply to corporations.
The remainder of this article will
explain the accounts and entries neces
sary when the profits are taken on a
completed-contract basis, although dis
cussion must of necessity be brief on a

THE E X Y CORPORATION
STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND LOSS ON CONTRACTS COMPLETED

During the eight months ended August 31,1921
No.

Contract

110
114
116
120
121
122
124
125
128

900 Eighth Avenue.......................
12th Street....................................
875 Broadway.........................
Jamaica..........................................
New Rochelle................................
242nd Street..................................
Jersey City....................................
Westchester.............................
165th Street..................................

Material

Labor

Sub-contract

Miscellaneous
Costs

Overhead
Absorbed

$ 10,000.00
5,000.00
50,000.00
12,000.00
90,000.00
7,000.00
100,000.00
18,000.00
110,000.00

$ 20,000.00
8,000.00
60,000.00
20,000.00
100,000.00
9,000.00
110,000.00
25,000.00
120,000.00

8 15,000.00
10,000.00
20,000.00
8,000.00
60,000.00
10,000.00
70,000.00
18,000 00
100,000.00

8 2,000.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
1,200.00
7,500.00
1,000.00
10,000.00
3,000.00
10,000.00

8 4,000.00
1,600.00
12,000.00
4,000.00
20,000.00
1,800.00
22,000.00
5,000.00
24,000.00

8

$402,000.00

8472,000.00

8311,000.00

838,200.00

$94,400.00

$1,317,600.00

Form 6

Income

Total Cost

51,000.00
25,600.00
144,500.00
45,200.00
277,500.00
28,800.00
312,000.00
69,000.00
364,000.00

Profit
or Loss

53,000.00
26,000.00
170,000.00
46,000.00
285,000.00
30,000.00
320,000.00
75,000.00
390,000.00

8 2,000.00
400.00
25,500.00
800 00
7,500.00
1,200.00
8,000.00
6,000.00
26,000.00

81,395,000.00

877,400.00

8
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subject on which so much might be
written.
Costs and Income of Completed

Contracts
Up to the time of the completion of a
contract, all the costs on all uncom
pleted contracts have been recorded in
the accounts Material, Labor, Subcon
tracts, Overhead, and Miscellaneous
Expenses on Uncompleted Contracts.
One account, Costs on Uncompleted
Contracts, may be used if the subdivision
as above is not desired in the general •
ledger. When a contract is completed,
the cost sheet is removed from the
unfinished contracts binder and placed
in a completed contracts binder, which
is left in numerical order. It is neces
sary to separate in the general ledger
accounts the costs on completed con
tracts from those of the uncompleted
contracts. It is also necessary to
separate the income on completed con
tracts from that of uncompleted con
tracts. The following entries are neces

March

sary on the general records for this
transfer:

intact during the year the above entry
could be changed as follows:

Cost of Completed Contracts.........
To Material on Uncompleted
Contracts............................
“ Labor on Uncompleted
Contracts............................
“ Subcontracts on Uncom
pleted Contracts................
“ Overhead on Uncompleted
Contracts............................
“ Miscellaneous Expenses on
Uncompleted Contracts. .
To transfer costs on Contract No.
510—completed August 10, 1923
as per cost record.

XX

Cost of Completed Contracts......... xx
To Contract Costs absorbed
by Completed Contracts.
xx

Income on Uncompleted Contracts
To Income on Completed Con
tracts ....................................
To transfer income on contract No.
510—completed August 10, 1923
as per cost record.

XX

XX
XX

At the end of the year the following
entry would have to be made:

XX
XX

XX

XX

If, for statistical purposes, it is
desired to leave the cost accounts

Contract Costs absorbed by Com
pleted Contracts................ xx
To the Cost Accounts (in
detail)..................................
xx
To transfer balance in former ac
counts.

After these entries have been made
for completed contracts, the balances in
the accounts for costs and income on
uncompleted contracts will represent the
total costs and income of all uncom
pleted contracts as recorded in the cost
record. The difference between the
costs of Completed Contracts and the
Income on Completed Contracts repre-

COST SUMMARY

JOB LOCATED AT Jersey City....................................................................... DATE STARTED September 6, 1921...................................................

WEEK ENDING....February 16, 1922...............................................................................

ITEM

Extra Work.....................................................
Overhead.........................................................
Preliminary.....................................................
Organization....................................................
Plant and Equipment....................................
Rubbish...........................................................
Excavation.................. . ..................................
Concrete Sills and Copings...........................
Reinforced Concrete Forms..........................
Reinforced Concrete Forms..........................
Reinforced Concrete Steel.................. ..........
Basement Concrete Floor..................... ..
Stone Masonry...........................................
Common Brick.......................................... ..
Face Brick.......................................................
Architectural Terra Cotta............................
Cinder Concrete—Forms..............................
Cinder Concrete......................... ....................
Cinder Concrete—Steel.................................
Cinder Conc. Fill & C’t. Finish...................
Hollow Partitions...........................................
Rough Carpentry...........................................
Finished Carpentry...................... ................

Estimated
Cost or
Amount of
Sub-contracts

Extras

Total
Estimated
Cost

Labor
$

$

350.00
950.00
2,350.00
2,000.00
750.00
675.00
285.00
3,300.00
3,830.00
279.00
1,614.00
2,118.00
9,622.00
2,310.00
750.00
5,500.00
3,266.00
465.00
3,741.00
3,827.00
4,000.00
4,010.00

TOTALS......... ....................................

$ 55,992.00

Insurance.........................................................
Sub-contracts:
Underpinning and Shoring........................
Waterproofing.............................................
Architectural Terra Cotta........................
Vault Lights and Treads...........................
Roof and Sheet Metal......... . ....................
Steel Windows............................................
Granite, Blue and Limestone....................
Plaster, Lath and Dampproof..................
Marble................... ......................................
Terrazzo. .....................................................
Structural Steel...........................................
Ornamental Iron.........................................

$ 2,000.00

ACTUAL COST

Estimated
Amount
Completed

$

$ 50.00

$ 50.00

350.00
950.00
2,350.00
2,000.00
750.00
725.00
285.00
3,300.00
3,830.00
279.00
1,614.00
2,118.00
9,622.00
2,310.00
750.00
5,500.00
3,266.00
465.00
3,741.00
3,827.00
4,000.00
4,010.00

182.34
300.00
950.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
300.00
725.00
285.00
3,300.00
3,830.00
279.00
1,614.00
2,118.00
9,622.00
2,310.00
750.00
5,500.00
3,266.00
465.00
3,200.00
3,700.00
3,000.00
600.00

$

1,400.00
2,735.07
200.00
697.16
2,001.85
520.73
95.15

182.34
196.96
168.00
3,449.34
3,635.04
422.72
3,498.59
203.82
4,606.37
4,956.91
458.92
722.11
1,522.31
10,001.26
2,073.55
260.13
6,289.16
5,274.10
1,025.97
1,822.00
4,096.96
1,165.73
300.91

$23,367.06

$ 56,333.20

$
$

3,449.34
885.40
422.72
3,173.62
156.05
3,800.51
1,538.80
436.01
323.48
911.70
3,732.07
1,369.10
260.13
4,889.16
2,539.03
825.97
1,124.84
2,095.11
645.00
205.76

Total

Material

182.34
196.96
168.00

2,749.64
324.97
47.77
805.86
3,418.11
22.91
398.63
610.61
6,269.19
704.45

$ 56,042.00

$ 50,296.34

$ 2,000.00

$ 2,000.00

$ 2,000.00

1,340.00
3,277.00
2,421.00
400.00
2,510.00
725.00
214.00
10,546.00
2,965.00
460.00
17,125.00
9,975.00
4,070.00
7,100.00
7,558.00
3,750.00
2,040.00
2,700.00
1,319.00
575.00
4,000.00
891.00

1,340.00
3,277.00
2,421.00
400.00
2,510.00
725.00
214.00
10,546.00
2,965.00
460.00
17,125.00
9,975.00
4,070.00
7,100.00
7,558.00
3,750.00
2,040.00
2,700.00
1,319.00
575.00
4,000.00
891.00

850.00
3,261.00
2,000.00
595.00
2,250.00
725.00
64.00
9,218.00
2,800.00
460.00
16,750.00
8,731.00
4,186.20
7,335.00
7,000.00
3,750.00
2,750.00
2,224.89
2,632.55
600.00
4,200.00
891.00

$32,966.14

Difference
Between
Actual and
Estimated
Costs

$

103.04
782.00
1,449.34
1,635.04
122.72
2,773.59
81.18
1,306.37
1,126.91
179.92
891.89
595.69
379.26
236.45
489.87
789.16
2,008.10
560.97
1,378.00
396.96
1,834.27
299.09

$6,036.86

$

490.00
16.00
421.00
195.00
260.00

Heat and Ventilation.................................
Plumbing..................................................
Wood Flooring............................................
Kalamein.....................................................
Fin. Hardware............................................
Trim.—Frames and Sash..........................
Glass.............................................................
Painting................................................... ..
Reinforced Steel....................... ..................

1,340.00
3,190.00
2,421.00
400.00
2,510.00
725.00
214.00
10,546.00
2,965.00
460.00
17,125.00
9,975.00
4,000.00
6,800.00
7,558.00
3,750.00
1,882.00
2,700.00
1,319.00
575.00
4,000.00
891.00
$ 87,346.00

$615.00

$ 87,961.00

$ 87,961.00

$ 85,273.64

$2,687.36

TOTAL................................................

$143,338.00

$665.00

$144,003.00

$138,257.34

$141,606.84

$3,349.50

Electric..............................................

$ 87.00

70.00
300.00

158.00

Form 7

150.00
1,328.00
165.00
375.00
1,244.00
116.20
235.00
558.00
710.00
475.11
1,313.55
25.00
200.00
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sents profit or loss on contracts com informed as to the progress of each
pleted during the period. The details job and as to the actual costs in com
of these two accounts and the result of parison with the estimated costs, state
each completed contract will be found ments must be presented to him at
in the completed contracts record.
different stages of construction. In the
larger offices these statements are pre
Summary of Entries Affecting
pared each week in great detail. In
Contract Accounts
smaller places they are submitted at less
The following is a summary of the frequent intervals.
most important entries affecting the
A very practical and useful form for
accounts, as explained:
this report is the cost summary shown
in Form 7. It gives at a glance the
Material on Uncompleted Contracts xx
progress of construction. It also con
Miscellaneous Expenses on Un
tains valuable information as to the
completed Contracts.........xx
control of costs on the job. In this way
Subcontracts on Uncompleted Con
the actual costs are checked up with
tracts ....................................xx
the costs as figured in the original
To Accounts Payable...............
xx estimate. Special attention is thus
For expenditures during month of
directed to operations which appear in
August on Contracts as per Pur
italicized figures, representing an actual
chase Book Folio 110.
cost in excess of the estimate. The
more frequently such reports can be
Material on Uncompleted Con
given, the better the control of the
tracts .................................... xx
To Materials-Store Room ....
xx costs will be.
A similar report is given at the com
For materials transferred to jobs
pletion of the contract. The total
as per requisitions.
actual cost in each operation can then
be compared with the original estimate.
Labor on Uncompleted Contracts.. xx
To Pay-roll Accrued...........
xx These final reports are kept for future
reference, and are used when estimating
For labor charges to contracts for
on similar contracts. Discrepancies and
month of August as per pay-roll
faulty estimates are brought out on this
book.
report in order to prevent as far as
Overhead on Uncompleted Con
possible their recurrence.
tracts .................................... xx
Other periodical reports are usually
made, but their content is subordinate
To Overhead Expenses ab
sorbed by Contracts..........
xx to that described above. Such reports
For overhead apportioned to con
may be on total costs, separated as to
tracts on following basis:
material, labor, subcontract, and over
head, and not as to operations as
Accounts Receivable........................ xx
described above; standing of subcon
To Income on Uncompleted
tractors on each contract; and special
Contracts............................
xx reports from foremen on the jobs.
For requisitions sent out as per Re
quisition Record-Folio 60 during
Special Features Reports
month of August.
The report of the operations and the
Cost of Completed Contracts ..... xx
condition of the contractor’s business is
To Material on Uncompleted
slightly different from that of the aver
Contracts............................
xx age commercial business. Only the
“ Labor on Uncompleted
special features will be considered here.
“ Contracts............................
xx
It will be remembered that the general
“ Subcontracts on Uncom
ledger provides for accounts showing
pleted Contracts...............
xx the costs and income on both uncom
“ Overhead on Uncompleted
pleted contracts and completed con
Contracts............................
xx tracts. It will be readily understood
“ Miscellaneous Expenses on
that when taking profits only on a com
Uncompleted Contracts . .
xx pleted-contract basis, the cost and
For cost on Contracts Completed
income accounts on the completed
during August.
contracts are the only accounts which
show profit and loss. The accounts
Income on Uncompleted Contracts xx
recording costs and income on uncom
To Income on Completed
pleted contracts are balance sheet items.
Contracts............................
xx
In the report two statements are give
For income on contracts completed
showing the condition of each job as at
during August.
date of statements, one for completed
contracts, and the other for uncompleted
(At end of year)
contracts. A statement of profit or loss
Overhead Expenses Absorbed by
on completed contracts is given in
Contracts....................... xx
Form 6. This statement presents the
To Overhead Accounts (in de
costs on each job divided into its chief
tail) ......................................
xx elements. It also gives the income on a
To transfer overhead items to
contract and the final profit or loss
overhead absorbed by contracts,
outcome. The total of the amounts in
to determine amount unabsorbed
the Profit or Loss column represents the
or overabsorbed.
total profit or loss from completed
contracts. This amount is carried to a
Periodical Reports
summary profit and loss statement, in
In order that the executive in charge which are deducted selling and adminis
of the construction operations may keep trative expenses.
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A statement similar to that given in
Form 6 is drawn up for the uncompleted
contracts, showing the different costs to
date, the total cost, and the total income.
No profit or loss column is necessary
because profits are deferred until the
contract is fully completed. The total
cost of all the uncompleted contracts is
shown as a deferred charge in the balance
sheet, and the total income as a deferred
credit. This is done because they are
items which will be charged and credited
to operations at some future date. In
many cases, instead of showing the
costs as a deferred charge and the in
come as a deferred credit, the smaller
amount is shown as a deduction from
the larger and the net figure carried out
as a deferred charge or deferred credit,
depending upon which is the larger.
In most cases, the costs on uncompleted
contracts are the larger because it is the
practice to take off 10% to 15% on each
requisition as a security to the owner
This leaves the total costs to date
larger than the total income and thus
the difference would be shown as a
deferred charge. It is optional which
method is to be used.

Conclusion
The object of this article is to present
the principal features in an accounting
system for the building contractor.
Much could be written on each and
every phase that has been commented
upon here. The important phase, how
ever, in accounting for contractors, is
that the costs and income for each
individual contract should be ascer
tained and used as a rule and guide in
the estimates on future contracts.

Reader’s Comment

D.

N. BURNHAM, of D. N. Burn
ham & Co., accountants and

• auditors, of Washington, D. C.,
has written a letter to The Pace
Student commenting on the article,
“Will Accountancy Become Over
crowded,” which was published in the
February issue of this magazine. Mr.
Burnham’s comments are of such interest
that his letter is reproduced herewith.
“I have read your article in the
February issue of The Pace Student,
and wish to place myself on record as
being thoroughly in accord with the
views which you expressed therein.
“After more than five years of public
practice in Washington, during most of
which time I have also been a member
of the faculty of your Washington
school, I feel that I am in a position to
support you in your position as to the
scarcity of supervising accountants, or
as they are termed on the staff, senior
accountants.
“Because of my association with the
school, I probably have as many appli
cants for staff positions as any other
practicing accountant in Washington.
I find, almost without exception, that
the applicant without accountancy ex
perience and usually with a very limited
business experience, if any, feels that his
salary should immediately be the
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$3,000 or the $5,000 figure so often
quoted.
“The five years of work which you
note has been almost invariably essential
in addition to the technical training is in
most cases overlooked by the applicant.
“Someone, of course, will pay the
student or graduate a salary. Some
accountants meet the salary demands of
the inexperienced man, and the work
done by these employees usually is later
found recorded in the minds of the clients
as a black mark against the accountancy
profession.
“Too many of these untried accoun
tants start into practice on their own
account, and their work in so many
instances is a stumbling block in the path
along which accountancy as a profession
must advance—the path of confidence on
the part of the client in the ability of
the practitioner.”

“The value of the new cost accounting
work by the American Trading Com
system as a means of eliminating waste
pany.
Mr. Thibou’s thoroughness, his capa within an industry was emphasized by
city for consistent application, and his E. W. McCullough, manager of the
possession of sound health were all Department of Manufacture of the U. S.
evidenced by his attendance record at Chamber of Commerce, in an address
Pace Institute.
He completed the before the annual meeting of the Hollow
three-year course of evening instruction Building Tile Association held here
without being absent from a class ses recently.
sion. Few indeed of the tens of thou
“While economic conditions are turn
sands of students who have studied at ing all lines of industry toward economy
the Institute have equaled this record. and greater efficiency, the building trades
Mr. Thibou’s consistency in this have become especially alert in search of
respect was indicative of the con ways and means to ascertain facts and
scientious care that he gave to all his eliminate waste,” said Mr, McCullough.
undertakings. His text materials and “All clay product lines have for some
examination papers, which were kindly time been engaged in two particular
offered to the Institute by Mrs. Léonie economic studies—the reduction of vari
Thibou, the wife who so sympathetically eties of styles, sizes and types, and pro
supported him in his program of self duction costs. The cost problem seems
development, for the use of some student, now uppermost in their minds.
were all carefully arranged and neatly
“Some clay products lines such as
bound for reference purposes. It was in common, paving, face and refractory
the nature of this accountant to be brick have uniform cost systems; others
methodical and accurate. For him all have them in a state of development.
things had to be arranged in precise and Many authorities believe that the con
Alfred Earl Thibou
proper manner; to each thing was given tinuance of building volume somewhere
MEMBERS of the graduating a place, and for each duty a time was in line with what exists at present is
class of 1924 and the members allotted. He not only made for himself largely dependent on the material supply
of the faculty were inexpressibly a plan of work, but he carried out the men, contractors and operatives through
shocked to hear of the death of Alfred plan and, therefore, accomplished his out the building trades knowing more
purposes.
nearly their costs.
The picture here presented was taken
“After explaining that the chamber’s
but a few days before his death for use Department of Manufacture has been
in the composite graduation picture of studying the whole question of cost ac
his class. It portrays him as we all counting for more than four years, Mr.
knew him—a clean-cut, vigorous, clear- McCullough said the best results have
thinking, wholesome man—an accurate, been obtained where the industry has
conscientious student and accountant.
built its own system. It has been found,
Our good friend Thibou has passed on he said, that a system set up by outside
into that greater and better regu experts alone is not as widely used within
lated sphere; his work here, so far as he an industry as one built by the industry
went, was well accomplished. In his itself assisted where desired by outside
going, a great loss has been sustained—a retained accountants. In formulating
loss that falls most grievously upon his a cost system, he declared an industry
family and friends. The benefits that can make it as simple or as elaborate as
we derived from our association with the committee in charge deems necessary.
him will long be with us to aid us in
Mr. McCullough stated that according
our work; the influence of his wholesome
personality will long exert itself among to the latest reports received by the De
his fellow students, his teachers, and partment of Manufacture, about 110
trade associations, representing specific
his business associates.
lines of production, are operating under
uniform cost accounting. The majority
of these systems, he said, are very satis
Uniform Cost Accounting factory, while some are still feeling their
way, overcoming some minor difficulties.
System
In concluding his talk, Mr. McCul
VIDENCE is found in practically lough urged the members of the Hollow
E
every newspaper of the growing Tile Building Association to appoint a
interest in accountancy and scien committee of its most expert accountants
tific business procedure. The following to harmonize and unify present methods
article, which appeared in The New York of cost accounting, and to produce for
Alfred Earl Thibou
American, is a case in point. The facts the industry a uniform cost accounting
system.”
will be of interest to our readers.
Earl Thibou, which occurred, after a few
days’ illness from pneumonia, on Janu
ary 25, 1925. In this sudden way a
career of great promise has been brought
to an untimely end.
A monthly Magazine of service interpreting the purpose, spirit,
Mr. Thibou at the time of his death
was twenty-nine years of age. His
and needs of Modern Business
father was French; his mother was
English. He possessed in most ad
Subscription $1.50 a year, Payable in Advance
mirable blend the quickness of intellect
of his French ancestry and the tenacity
PACE & PACE, Publishers
and thoroughness of his mother’s race.
He came to this country in 1919, and
30 Church Street
New York City
from that time until the time of his
Copyright, 1925, by Pace & Pace
death, he was employed in responsible
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